
TRAVEL AUTOMATION SPECIALIST A NEW HORIZON FOR INNOVATIVE AND 
CUSTOMIZABLE AIRLINE AND AIRPORT TECHNOLOGY

LDCS-Local departure control 
system for small-mid size 
airports

Self check-in KIOSK

FIDS-Flight information 
Display Systems

Passport reader for Airlines 
and Airports

On-going maintenance 
support for ATB2, OPTAT, BTP, 
BPP and Barcode printers

Specialized in IT Consultancy 
& Systems integration for 
Aviation and Travel Industries
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Opentec has an outstanding record in supplying complete turnkey systems to major 
international airlines, airports and global distribution systems (GDS). We have established ourself as 
one of the leading companies in the Middle East - Asia & Africa. We are recognized for;
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•   Emirates Airlines

•  Gulf Air

•   Sabre Travel Networks - Middle East - Asia - Africa

•   Saudi Airlines

•   Kuwait Airways

•   Syrian Arab Airlines

•   Jet Airways

•   Indian Airlines

•   Oman Air

•   KLM

•   DNATA

•   Dubai Civil Aviation

•   Galileo- Middle East - Asia - Africa

•   Amadeus - Middle East - Asia - Africa

•   Abacus - Middle East - Asia - Africa

•   World Span - Middle East - Asia - Africa

•   Erbil International Airport - Iraq

•   Sulaimania International Airport – Iraq

•   Damascus International Airport

Technical Capabilities
Opentec’s specialist knowledge of the automation of aviation/travel 
operations puts the company in the leading position for engineering- 
re-engineering-for competitive advantage. Opentec has a pragmatic, 
real-world approach to providing systems & solutions. Opentec has 
a proven record of integrating external sources of information- for 
example airline CRS and DCS systems – into software solutions.

Technical  Support 

Systems supplied by Opentec typically running in a mission critical 
environment where rapid response to problems and minimal down 
time are essential. As part of our commitment to the highest levels of 
customer service, we offer our clients a complete range of support & 
maintenance service packages.

Opentec Support services match customer’s individual requirements 
for coverage & response. Opentec maintains a secured communication 
links to each of its live systems, resulting in extremely fast response 
time.

•  Supplying exceptionally reliable, mission critical   
 systems based on proven products & expertise

•  Complete Project Management

•  Delivering tailor-made solutions to customers’ individual  
 requirements

•  Providing extremely effective support services

Business Sectors

Opentec operates in two specialized markets.
Airport Automation for airport companies, ground handling 
agencies and airlines.  Travel Technology systems for GDS and 
travel agencies

Opentec delivers open systems based on open design and 
implementation standards which protects existing & future 
investment in technology automation.

Business Services

Opentec offers the full range of products & services associated with 
networking, communications and systems integrations. In addition 
we specialize in software development projects from initial analysis of 
requirements though to implementation, post installation support and 
on-going maintenance. 

Company Profile



AMT Datasouth corporation is the leading manufacturer of OPTAT / TAT ticket printers, ATB2 ticket printers, wide range of cargo label printers and 
thermal bar code printers. AMT Datasouth is the World leader in OPTAT ticket printers.

AMT Datasouth’s Travel Automation products are designed to specifically address all of the printer needs of the travel industry. Concentration on 
ATB1/ATB2 and dot matrix printers places emphasis on Airlines, GDS, CRS’s and satellite ticket offices. Over 270,000 Documax printers are in the field 
printing TAT/OPTAT tickets and invoice/itinerary documents. The versatility of this product allows them to be utilized for tickets as well as for cargo and 
maintenance functions. 

The Journey and SigmaData 7200 printers are the most economical and easy to use ATB1/ATB2 ticket printers available anywhere. The straight paper 
path of the Journey allows for easy loading and prevents paper jams making this the printer of choice in agencies and satellite ticket offices. The 
SD7200 has two secured bins and a front revalidation slot making it ideal for air port ticketing offices and airport check-in counters. 

Documax A3300

The multi form specialist Documax A3300 offers easy access and superior printing quality 
for OPTAT tickets, master airway bills (MAWB), invoices and other multi part forms for travel, 
maintenance and cargo applications.

Ticketing applications take the straight path to efficiency
•  Unique straight paper path design feeds forms more easily and eliminates bunching or jamming
•  Heavy-duty Dot Matrix printer ensures legibility on every copy
•  Compact size saves space and provides one-touch operation for ease of use

Get a move on Cargo

•  Ideal for bill of lading, manifest forms and other thick, multi-part forms for cargo shipping and  
 receiving applications
•  Specially engineered design, prints every form and eliminates waste, saving thousands of   
 dollars
•  Dual Tractor model allows for loading two different forms at once

Sigma Data-7200 ATB2 Printer

Introducing the newest addition to the AMT Datasouth family of desktop ATB2 printers 

    DATA-7200 — it takes you beyond the ordinary. Ideally suited for travel agencies, satellite ticketing, 
airline ticketing offices and airport check-in counters.

•  Low Price Point
•  Direct Thermal & Thermal Transfer Models Available
•  Front Revalidation Slot
•  Two Secured Input Bins with Optional Third Bin  
•  24 Coupons Per Minute, 3.9 IPS Print Speed  
•  Compact and Durable for Limited Space Areas
•  24 x 7 x 365 days support

Fastmark 4000  

The most economical industrial direct thermal & thermal transfer printers in their 
classes, primarily for cargo label applications.

Robust, rugged and high performances are the hallmarks of the Fastmark 4000 
Series printers. Whether demand or batch applications, these printers offer 
value-priced versatility.

Industrial-Strength Construction

•  Solid metal casing, frame and printing module construction
•  Auto-label calibration, auto-label counting, anti-jam media path
•  Peel and present with internal rewind
•  Cutter Options

Economical Integration

•  Resident typographic font set, international character sets
•  Side load-mechanism for easy media and ribbon loading
•  Supports rich fonts, full graphics, all popular linear barcodes and 2-D   
 symbologies
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All our travel automation and Airline ticket printers are certified by :

Documax A3300

 DATA-7200

Fastmark Family
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Unimark is the premier source for passanger handling processing and 
baggage handling products for over 28 years. Unimark has provided expert 
services and innovative products that decrease cost of ownership and increase 
overall productivity.

The XP is the industry’s most advanced ATB2 ticket 
printer producing 50 coupons per minute while the 
sprite is the smallest dual bin ATB2 ticket printer 
producing 10 coupons per minute.

Introducing the Unimark XP, the transportation 
industry’s most advanced ATB printer.  Powered by 
dual 32 bit microprocessors, the XP goes where no 
other ATB printer has dared to go:  On a Diet!  The 
XP has 50% fewer components and is 20 pounds 
lighter than its predecessor, the MARK I.  The XP 
leverages the proven document handling design 
with leading edge electronics to deliver a Fast, 
Lightweight, Quiet, User Friendly, and Reliable ATB 
printer.  The Unimark XP is the clear choice for 
travel agencies, airports, and satellite ticket printing 
applications.

The ET6000 printer offers maximum flexibility producing 
baggage tags, boarding passes, tickets, cargo labels, and 
RFID tags.

Introducing the Express Tag 6000, Unimark’s newest travel 
industry printer.  The state-of-the-art design of the Express 
Tag 6000 is founded on a 32 bit microprocessor and multi-
level dc history control of the print head to produce crisp 
text, bar codes and graphics at speeds up to 8 inches per 
second.  The self centering paper path provides maximum 
flexibility when printing baggage tags, cargo labels, or ATB 
coupons.

Introducing the Sprite, Unimark’s newest travel 
industry printer.  The Sprite is a state-of-the-art design 
combining superior functionality, flexibility and reliability 
at an affordable price.  The space saving design, ease-
of-use and optional configurations make the Sprite the 
perfect choice for travel agency and airport locations.

The EC2000 is a customizable gate reader capable of processing magnetic strips and 1D/2D bar codes.

With positive baggage matching on the forefront of airline security, gate reading is quickly becoming an industry 
priority.  The  Express Check 2000 is the price and performance gate reader of choice! The standard EC2000 
configuration integrates an omni-directional bar code scanner and optional credit card/smart card reader to accept 
magnetically encoded or barcoded documents.  The EC2000’s modular design offers maximum flexibility for custom 
configurations enabling clients to mix and match components to the application.  Available components include an 
in-counter bar code scanner, OCR reader and credit card/smart card reader module.  Modular in design, the EC2000 
is customizable to your specific application.

Maximum Flexibility at an Exceptional Price!

RFID Enabled

Satisfying Your Passenger Verification Needs . . .

Creating a New Standard in ATB2 
Performance!

Less Size, 

Less Cost,

More Value.

ET-6000

EC-2000



A New Design

The almex.express represents a complete family of 
CUSS Self Service kiosks ready to meet new industry 
standards.  Both a full sized and slim-line version 
are available, provided with or without signage.  The 
appearance of the kiosk is easily customised according 
to the corporate identity of any airport or airline.
The almex.express also addresses the needs of disabled 
passengers.  A large 17 ” screen allows large print 
and has been carefully located in the ideal position for 
disabled and non-disabled passengers alike.

A Modular Approach

The almex.express is a modular system delivering very 
high flexibility.  It can be scaled from simple e-ticket up to 
fully automated baggage check-in.

Functions include:
• E-ticket check-in
• Passport scanning
• 2D bar-coded boarding passes
• Credit card /frequent flyer card reading
• Full ATB check-in
• Mobile and internet check-in
• Ticketing and staff ticketing
• Full range of models for baggage acceptance,
 Including integration with scale and conveyor
• Frequent flyer statements
• Biometrics
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A Complete Family of CUSS Self Service Kiosks

Höft & Wessel offers total solutions to airports and airlines. Together with our partner Materna, we deliver kiosk

hardware, CUSS platforms and applications, training, rollout as well as maintenance and support. The total solution 

is delivered by a small and customer-oriented team of dedicated experts based in the Middle East.

Baggage acceptance

Used in conjunction with a baggage drop off desk the almex.express 
supports all models of baggage acceptance.

Bag tags can be issued and weighed at the kiosk or at the desk. The 
almex.express can also be integrated into the counter line to control 
both the scale and the conveyor.

Full CUSS Support

Using the MASSAI CUSS platform from our 
partner Materna the almex.express is fully CUSS 
compliant to the current CUSS standard. This 
platform includes a powerful kiosk control centre 
for managing the CUSS installation. Based on 
extensive experience from numerous projects,
Materna also offers CUSS applications and 
support services. Such application can be 
customized to the specific requirements of each 
airline or airport.         

Common Use Self Service Platform

almex.go

almex.express

almex.mobile
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Innovative FIDS Solutions 
With more than ten years of experience in 
the design and implementation of innovative 
technical solutions, Opentec is at the forefront in 
Flight Information Display Systems. 

Opentec’s FIDS recognised leadership in airport 
information solutions is based on a program of 
research and development which supports their 
ongoing technology updates.  

For effective airport management, NetVision 
FIDS offers the technology to deliver fast, 
accurate and reliable flight information.

FIDS Features 

• Platform independent: Open Syst. - TCP/IP
• Reliability - proven at airports worldwide
• Multi-lingual displays
• Easy to use Graphical User Interface
• Fully integrated Messaging System
• Scalable architecture
• 24 hour/7day non-stop operation
• Auto recovery following power failures
• Database Independent 
• Smart Pages - user-defined logic
• Supports all display types: monitors,   
 LCD, LED, split flap and plasma.
• WebFIDS - Flight  information via Internet. 

Informing Everyone
NetVision FIDS supports multiple display 
devices and input sources to provide 
passengers and airport staff with real-time 
information. Display types include:

• Arrivals and departures
• Check-in counters
• Gate allocation
• Baggage carousels 

Reliability
In today’s challenging airport environment, a 
reliable, low risk flight information system is 
important both to passengers and for effective 
airport management.

Opentec’s FIDS sites are not “one off” or 
“orphan” installations.  We delivers identical 
software product and updates to all of its 

customers. This is one of the factors which 
facilitates Opentec’s FIDS exceptional reliability. 

Opentec’s FIDS operates on a 24 hour, 7 day 
non-stop basis.  This simply means that our 
system does not require a shut down at the 
end of the day or staff members to operate the 
system at night, allowing a consequent saving in 
operational costs.

Scope of Image 
Displayed
The FIDS uses powerful 
software technologies for 
displaying public flight 
information. The system 
readily handles combinations 
of a variety of fonts, colours, 
airline logos, languages and 
graphics. 

Flexible Messaging 

Public and staff displays can 
be configured to produce free-
format messages. Messages 
can be stationary, blinking, 
highlighted, crawling lines, or 
tagged to specific flights.  The 
system also has a carousel 
function that enables selected 
displays to scroll between 
multiple pages of information.  

Scalable Modular 
Architecture & Design
Opentec’s FIDS can be 
implemented to suit an 
airport of any size. Our 
project management team 
are specialists in configuring 
modules designed for airport 
expansion and integration with 
other systems.  Distributed 
processing and differential 
updating features enable very 
fast transaction response 
times with low loads on 
system computers and 
LANS.  Display device numbers can grow to 
the thousands with the addition of modular 
components but without change to the 
architecture or software.

Airport System Integration 
Based on open systems architecture, Opentec’s 
FIDS can be interfaced to or integrated with 
existing airport systems to facilitate optimum 
airport management.  Using the XML interface 
allows easy connection to:

• Resource Allocation Systems
• Airport Operational Database (AODB)
• Airline Computer Systems
• SITA / ARINC

Hardware
The Universal Display Controller (UDC) has been 
designed to be extremely reliable with a long 
operational life.  The UDC is a completely solid-
state unit and has no moving parts to fail.

UDC Features:
• Supports 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio monitors

• Multi-lingual    

• Powerful 32-bit RISC graphics engine 

• Cost effective, robust, reliable, surface   
 mounted, highly integrated technology.

• Supports SVGA, S-Video, composite video 
signals, LED and LCD.

WebFIDS
Flight information on the 
Internet via the airport ISP can 
be available to people away 
from the airport -  eg:  taxi 
despatch, hotels, home, office, 
resorts, etc. 

FIDS Software
The system’s software runs on 
Windows NT, Windows 2000, 
Windows XP, Linux or Unix. 
Our technology is based on 
an open systems architecture, 
permitting full integration with 
other sub systems to allow for 
future application expansion. 
The software runs on open 
systems networks using 
TCP/IP.

Graphical User 
Interface (GUI)     
Our system is simple to use. 
The Graphical User Interface 
has been designed to allow for 
the most frequent operations 
to be performed via a single 
“click” operation. 

Reporting Tools 
Airports expect their sub-
systems to include tools to 
support report generation.  
The report software enables 
airport staff to generate 

the appropriate reports.  The FIDS data is 
also exported to the Airports SQL database 
to facilitate invoicing and other accounting 
functions.

Quality Assurance
The FIDS is based on extensively tested and 
proven technology which has exceptionally high 
reliability. The FIDS hardware is produced in an 
ISO 9002 certified facility.

Our Services
• Systems integration
• System commissioning and testing
• System maintenance and support
• User and operator training

Worldwide Customer Service
We offer 24 hour, 7 day customer support.

FIDS
Flight Information Display Systems
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Opentec’s L-DCS provides fully featured, automated check-in and boarding for those 
carriers without access to traditional host systems.

The graphical interface is simple to learn, easy to use and allows the agents to focus on 
customer service, whilst providing all the power needed for advanced airline systems.

Multiple flight check-in through a single desk provides real time display updates for speedy seat 
allocation and passenger reconciliation.

New operating procedures and increasing security requirements are readily incorporated for 
success in the modern airport.

Stand-Alone Check In and Boarding
Passenger check-in and boarding can be an 
expensive process. Links to conventional airline-
owned mainframe computers incur significant 
operating costs, and the information exchanged 
with the computer often travels half way around 
the world; yet nearly all the information required 
for check-in and boarding is already available 
locally at the airport.

L-DCS operates as a standalone check-in and 
boarding system. All the information required 
for the passenger handling process is stored 
and accessed from a local database maintained 
directly by the application.

Links to external DCS systems such as those 
operated by the major airlines are therefore not 
required.

This means that the operator of the L-DCS
system is in total control of all the operating 
costs.

L-DCS makes use of ATB2 technology and 
local processing to register passengers rapidly 
at check-in and to ensure simple and effective 
reconciliation of the passengers boarding at the 
gate.

L-DCS Speeds Check-In
L-DCS has a clear, easy-to-use, graphical 
interface which simplifies the job of the check-in 
agent, but without compromising the ability to 
perform more complex tasks.

It can take several weeks to train staff on a 
traditional host DCS - a costly exercise that 
must be repeated for all new systems.  Because 
the graphical user interface built-in to L-DCS 
is so easy to use training times and therefore 
costs are drastically reduced, and the agent is 
less likely to make mistakes.

L-DCS users report that typically within 2 hours 
of starting training, agents are able to check-in 
passengers at the desk.

L-DCS Speeds the Boarding Process
The use of ATB2 technology in the boarding 
process significantly cuts the time taken to 
board the aircraft. No more manual coupon 
counts, no more manual revenue protection 
checks, no more manual registration of 
passengers.  

In practice, use of automatic boarding 
techniques has been shown to cut the time 
to board a fully loaded 747 from 40 minutes 
to 15 minutes. Reduced turn-around times 
provide ample revenue and cost-reduction 
opportunities.
Check-in
L-DCS Check-in is the part of the system that 
deals with acceptance of passengers and their 

baggage. This includes production of boarding 
passes and bag tags.  

Multiple flights may be checked-in through a 
single desk with the agent hot-keying between 
them.

Passenger Handling
Facilities provided include REC and NOREC 
Check-in for individual passenger or passenger 
groups, seat pre assignment, SSRs and 
Frequent Traveller information and Full 
Passenger and Baggage Editing functions. 

Seating
A graphical seat map display shows the up to 
date status of check-in and boarding, along with 
the facilities available on the aircraft.

The seat map display is always kept completely 
up to date across the network so agents can 
see the current status at a glance.

Bag Tags and Boarding Passes
L-DCS provides on-demand bag tags 
with Airline’s own logo, conforming to IATA 
Resolution 740, facilities for pre-printed or hand 
written (manual) tags and multi sector bag tags 
for check-in of through baggage.

Sequenced ATB2 boarding passes are 
produced including Airline’s own logo and 
encoding of magnetic strip, conforming to IATA 
Resolution 722.

Flight Editing
L-DCS has the capability to import booked 
passenger lists in IATA PNL/ADL format 
automatically through interface to SITA Type B 
Network.

Generation of IATA formatted post-departure 
messages such as PSM, TPM, SOM etc. during 
flight close-out processing and hand off of 
relevant passenger and baggage data to third 
party Load Planning systems for automated 
weight and balance are automatic.  

Automated Boarding 
L-DCS Automated Boarding is the gate 
application responsible for controlling the 
boarding and reconciliation of passengers. Use 
of ATB2 boarding passes and boarding gate 
readers leads to fast, positive reconciliation.  
Running totals and missing passenger lists 
allow agents to continuously monitor boarding 
progress from any workstation.

 
External Interfaces 
L-DCS provides a number of standard and 
customisable interfaces to external systems.  
This feature enables easy integration with 
existing airport informations systems, there by 
safe guarding investment.

The available interfaces include SITA Type B 
message handling allowing dispatch and receipt 
of a variety of standard IATA messages, Load 
Planning providing database-database transfer 
of information to external weight and balance 
systems, Reconciliation Systems incorporating 
feeds for external BRS, and systems to allow for 
faster and more accurate reconciliation of flights.

Flight Information Systems
L-DCS provides for links to airport FIDS 
systems, providing operational flight data as 
required. 

Security
L-DCS has up-to-date security features 
including collection of APIS data at check-in for 
transmission to US Customs, Special Watch List 
and Selected Passenger handling for profiled 
passengers, Boarding module interfacing to the 
BRS for positive reconciliation, and on-site/off-
site configuration for US mandated check-in 
procedures. 

Technically, L-DCS:
-  Is designed for Windows 16 and 32 bit   

platforms.

-  Client/server application. All data is stored  
locally in an ORACLE® Relational Database.  
(Oracle may be run on a Novell, Unix or   
WindowsNT server).

-  Communicates across standard local area 
networks.

-  Makes use of ATB2 technology.

-  Has a modular construction that can be  
tailored for a precise business fit.

-  Part of an integrated airport solution with 
other Damarel or third party CUTE platform 
products such as baggage sortation and 
reconciliation systems.

-  Comprehensive system management 
functions.

-  Runs 24 hours a day 7 days a week with 
minimal computer operations supervision.

-  Supported and diagnosed remotely.

L-DCS Customers

Baltimore, Birmingham, Cardiff, Dallas 
fort worth, Dublin, Edinburgh, Exeter, 
Erbil - Iraq, Fukuoka, Glasgow, Guam, 
Las Vegas, London, Gatwick London, 
Heathrow, London, Stansted, Malta, Male, 
Manchester, New York JFK, New Castle, 
Oakland, Osaka, San Francisco, Seoul, 
Southampton, Tokyo, Washington and 
many more

L-DCS
Local Departure Control System



DUBAI - UAE

P.O. Box  31720  Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Tel +971 4 282 22 63
Fax +971 4 282 34 81

sales@opentecme.com
www.opentecme.com

For nearly thirty years, ROCHFORD THOMPSON technology has been at the forefront of secure 
document creation and inspection. Using its own continuously developed digital imaging technology, 
RT delivers scanning solutions for passports, visas, ID cards, airline tickets, credit cards and cheques 
used by:

Government - Immigration/Border Police for checking of passports, ID cards and visas

Airline/Travel - APIS data capture, TAT and ATB ticket fraud prevention

Corporate - cheque and remittance processing, image archive and retrieval

Finance - document encoding and personalisation systems

RTE6700 - Multi-function document reader

Reads all ICAO compliant travel documents 
plus TATs and ATBs for ticket fraud detection.

World’s No.1 in Passport Reader

TRAVEL DOCUMENT READERS

The RT range of document readers uses optical (OCR), magnetic (MSR) 
and barcode technologies to capture data from passports, visas, ID 
cards, TATs, ATBs, frequent flyer cards and credit cards. Products 
include the world’s first multi-function reader for airline check-in desks, 
the RTE6700. Applications include APIS data capture, ticket fraud 
prevention, revenue accounting and creation of ship manifests. 

Now firmly established as the world’s number one passport reader, 
the RTE6701 is in daily use on many thousands of check-in desks and 
immigration inspection lines worldwide. 

Rochford Thompson’s comprehensive product range also includes a 
passport QA reader, portable inspection systems, airline keyboards and 
OEM passport reader mechanisms.

AIRLINE/TRAVEL

RT multi-function readers allow airlines and travel operators to 
automatically read passports, visas, airline tickets and most forms of 
magnetic stripe cards. This allows them to increase security and comply 
with the APIS requirements of the US and other governments whilst 
speeding up check-in times. Reading of TATs and ATBs detects stolen 
and counterfeit tickets, eliminating losses from fraud.

The RTE8000 is a desktop travel document 
scanner designed for fast and accurate capture 
of MRTD data and images by border control 
authorities and airlines.

The RTE8000 is a versatile multi-function scanner 
which reads passports, visas and other travel 
documents and captures multiple images for use 
in document authentication and biometric analysis. 
Its small foot print makes it ideal for use on airline 
check-in desks and immigration control booths. 
The scanner has no motorised moving parts 
ensuring maximum reliability and low maintenance.
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RT-APIS :

Data capture software for US Customs and Border Protection APIS 
program.

RT-APIS is a fully featured, easy to use software package for 
collecting and transmitting passenger data for carriers participating 
in the US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Advance Passenger 
Information System (APIS). 

* All Brand names and logos are registered trade marks of their respective owners

Sales and Support in:
Middle East
Asia
Africa


